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Why ?

� a 25-year-old national system for registering the
legal deposits of doctorate theses managed by
ABES through two applications:
'Sudoc', the national and academic union catalogue,
which describes and locates all theses defended in
France since 1985
'STAR', a national system for registering the legal

deposits of online doctorate theses. Since 2006,
'STAR' has been dealing with access and long-term
preservation. 'STAR' is connected with local or na-
tional repositories to facilitate e-theses diffusion.
� an ad hoc metadata set for describing online
theses: TEF (Metadata for French e-Theses)
http://www.abes.fr/abes/documents/tef/index.html

� various institutional and thematic repositories
providing access to online theses (Cyberthèses,
TEL-HAL…)

'French Theses Portal' completes the national
system and interconnects many initiatives.

FrenchTheses Portal

Integration into
employment of
the thesis authors

Increasing
visibility for
French academic
research

� gathers data related to theses undertaken in France
� takes the whole life-cycle of a thesis into account, from the initial registration of the thesis subject, to promotion
of the diploma
� gives easier access to the document (when it is available), independent from its form (printed, online or microfiched)
The 'French Theses Portal' is a complementary tool to local and national existing systems. It meets the needs of both
the academic and the economic worlds. Its logic develops around the following ideas:

A project of the French Ministry for
Higher Education and Research,
implemented by the Bibliographic
Agency for Higher Education
(ABES), the 'French Theses Portal':

French context

Standard
technologies for
interoperability

Calendar :
2009 : study
2010 : development
2011 : launching

A broad outlook
on doctorate theses
'French Theses Portal'
gathers:
- the thesis subject
- scientific data
- the thesis itself
- documents related to the

scientific validation of
the thesis

- the thesis author's
scientific production

- documents related to the
thesis author as a person

Rich metadata,
conformed to
TEF standard

How 'FrenchTheses Portal' stands in the web
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Managing bibliographic
references

Searching scientific data

Searching to determine thesis subject

Contact between the student and the economic
world or the academic world for thesis financing

Contact between student and
thesis supervisor

Thesis proposal alerts

Analysis of crossed citations and
bibliographic references

Data input/updating
of personal data

Contact between PhD
holder and other actors

Indexing by search engines

Access to the full text: ILL, on
demand printing, repositories…

Theses comments

Searching in the full text

Defended theses alerts


